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1. Introduction 
We begin with the following historical remark. In 1855, Chebyshev [3] considered the problem 
of polynomial approximation of a function f (x ) ,  x E [-1, 1], whose values are obtained by some 
measurement procedure at N equidistant points 
k -1  
~h.v . . .  1 + 2N~' - I  k= 1,...,N. (1.1) 
In other words, values of the function fk, N =f(~k,N), k= 1 .... ,N, are given and we want to find 
a polynomial p, of a smaller degree n<N representing f in [-1, 1]. He used the least-squares 
method of approximation, which was known to be very effective. He was looking, therefore, for the 
polynomial p,(x)  with the following minimizing property: 
N N 
Z qk.N(Pn(~k,N) -- A,N)  2 = rain ~ qk, N(qn(~k.N) -- A.N)  2, 
k=l degq~<n k=l 
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where the numbers qk.,v >0 are related to possible errors in the measurement of the values of the 
function f .  
Most remarkable was the approach to this problem. Chebyshev started with the expansion of the 
moment series associated with the problem into a continued fraction 
z -  x ,=0 z'+~ ~ [z -  fi, + I z -  fi2 + ' "+ [z -  ft,,' (1.2) 
where c,, =f  x '~ do-(x) and 
N 
da = do'x = ~ qk.,vg)(~.,s'). (1.3) 
k 1 
(6(~) is the Dirac delta-function supported at ~.) Then he proved the fundamental fact that the 
denominators Q,,(x)= x"+. . ,  of the partial fractions of the continued fraction (1.2) are orthogonal 
with respect o o-: 
f Q,,(x)Qm(x)&r(x)=O, n=/=rn, n,m<N. (1.4) 
He also proved some basic identities for the polynomials Q,,. 
The generality of his considerations was clear to Chebyshev and in a series of subsequent papers 
he obtained similar results for continuous measures 
da(x) = w(x) dx. (1.5) 
These results may be regarded as the starting point of a 'general' theory of orthogonal polynomials. 
(We note that some special systems were known prior to Chebyshev.) It is interesting to note that 
the general theory started with the discrete case. 
Using this approach, Chebyshev eventually came to the natural representation f the solution of 
his original problem 
tl 
p,(x) = ~ b, Qi(x), 
i=0  
where 
' j  h i -  IIQ,[I 2 f(x)Qi(x)drr(x), [IQiI[ = Q2 do- . 
He did not seem to raise the question of the error of approximation I l f  - p,,ll, as his whole 
work was rather algorithmical. This question leads immediately to the question of the asymptotic 
behavior of the polynomials Q,(x)= Q,,.N(X) as n, N---, oc. Many approximation problems related 
to orthogonal polynomials reduce in the end to a problem of asymptotics. 
Intensive research on asymptotics for general 'continuous' orthogonal polynomials began in our 
century and in a few decades resulted in a very detailed theory; see the classical book [30] and 
two recent monographs [26, 29] devoted mainly to the asymptotic theory. Surprisingly, very little 
was known until recently for the general discrete case. As far as we know, the only information in 
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the literature concerns pecial discrete orthogonal polynomials, where special properties are used. A 
heuristic approach to the asymptotics problem for Racah polynomials was used in [21]; in [4] these 
methods are further developed to make them rigorous. In [27, 28] explicit formulas for Krawtchouk 
and Hahn polynomials were used to obtain (may be, the first) rigorous results on strong asymptotics 
for some cases where n/N--* O. More recently, uniform asymptotic expansions of Charlier and 
Meixner polynomials were given in [13, 25]. In coding theory, there is an interest in the asymptotics 
of extreme zeros of certain discrete orthogonal polynomials like Krawtchouk polynomials, see e.g. 
[16] and the references given there. Strong asymptotics for these polynomials was obtained with the 
help of their generating function in [12]. For general information on discrete orthogonal polynomials 
we refer the reader to monographs [5, 20, 30]. 
This paper is devoted to recent progress on the problem based on general potential theoretic 
considerations. The present development started with Rakhmanov [23] who realized that a new 
kind of equilibrium problem governs the asymptotics of discrete orthogonal polynomials. This was 
pursued further by Dragnev and Saff [9] and Kuijlaars and Van Assche [14]. We give a survey of 
the new ideas that are involved, and about connections with other recent work. We have included a 
number of conjectures, which we hope, may lead to a growing interest in the asymptotic properties 
of discrete orthogonal polynomials. 
2. Constrained equilibrium measure 
A general approach to the problem of zero distribution for polynomials Q,,N defined by ( l .3) -  
(1.4) was developed in [23]. The idea of the method is based on the following observation. Suppose 
n, N ~ ~ in a certain way, e.g., n ~ oo and N = N, - -  ~ .  Typically, we have that n/N, ~ c E (0, 1 ). 
Suppose next that the counting measure for supp(O-N) is weakly convergent: 
N 
&,,.,, = _1 ~--~6({k.,v) *'  o-. (2.1) 
jr/ k=l  
The normalization by 1/n is related to the normalization for the counting measure of the zeros 
of Q,.N in (2.2). Then, if we select any weakly convergent subsequence of the sequence of zero 
counting measures for Q,.N 
1 
z(Q, , ,v) :=-  ~ 6(x )* ,p  (2.2) 
n Q,,..~(x) 0 
(as n ~ oo, n E A C ~), we necessarily have d#~< do-, because Q,,N has at most one zero in any 
interval [~k.x, ~,k+~,N]. 
This suggests that the limit zero distribution may be described by a well-known equilibrium 
problem on the support of o- as in the case of orthogonality with respect o a weight function, but 
in the 'restricted' class of measures 
= I1 11 = 1, dp~ da}.  
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Indeed, this is true under an additional 'separation' condition for the points {~k,N} as stated in 
Theorem 3.1 in the next section. An important part of the proof of this theorem is the following result 
containing characteristic properties of the constrained equilibrium measure. We use the notations 
f f log yy 
1 
V"(x) =f  log ix _ y------~ d#(y) 
to denote the energy and the potential of #, respectively. S~ = supp(#) denotes the closed support 
of #. 
Theorem 2.1. Let a be a positive measure with continuous potential V ~ and Ilall > 1, S~ = A = 
[-1, 1]. Then each of  the followin9 conditions uniquely determines the same unit measure 2= 
2 ~ E all/~ . 
(1) J (2 )= min~.t/o J(/~) 
(2a) There is a constant w such that 
V;(x)>>,w, xES~ ;, 
V;(x)<<,w, xES~. 
(2b) There & a constant w such that 
V~(x)=w, xES~_~, 
W(x)<<,w, xEA.  
(3) minxEs~_; V (x)= maxt,~/lo minxcso_,, V"(x). 
We call 2 ~ the equilibrium measure with constraint a. We note that the condition (2a) or (2b) 
uniquely defines the pair 2 = 2 ° and w = w ". We have presented a simplified version of the existence 
theorem. The condition S~ = [-1, 1] may be replaced by the assumption that S~ is a compact set of 
positive capacity and the condition of continuity of V * may be omitted. In this case, the relations 
(2a) and (2b) hold quasi-everywhere over the indicated sets and the min in (3) has to be replaced 
by essmin. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 follows standard potential theoretic arguments. The set ~#* is compact 
in the weak topology and the energy functional is strictly convex. This implies the existence and 
uniqueness of the measure ). satisfying the condition (1). A standard variational technique for 
the energy functional J shows that conditions (1) and (2a) are equivalent. Next, (2b) follows 
from (2a) and the fact that S~ = A. Indeed, suppose there exists a point x0 E A\S;. We have that 
V~(x) is subharmonic in C\S)~ and hence, by the maximum principle for subharmonic functions, 
V;(x0)< maxs~ V2<<.w, which contradicts the first inequality in (2a). The inverse implication (2b) 
=> (2a) is trivial. Therefore (2a) and (2b) are equivalent. Finally, the equivalence of (2) and (3) 
follows from the minimum principle for superharmonic functions. 
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3. Zero distribution of discrete orthogonal polynomials 
We return to the triangular table of polynomials Q,,N(X)=x" + ... defined by the orthogonality 
conditions 
f Qn, N(X)Qm, N(X)d~rN(X)=O, nCm, n,m<N, (3.1) 
with respect o a sequence of discrete measures 
N 
da~, = ~ qk, N6(d.k,N). (3.2) 
k=l  
Theorem 3.1 (Rakhmanov [23]). Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied as n, N ~ oc. 
1 
(i) 6,,.X =-  (~( ~k,N ) * )(T, 
nk= I 
where II ll > 1. 
(ii) q~:"N --~ 1 uniformly for k E {1,. . . ,N}. 
(iii) There exists p>0 such that 
P  k.NI > k= 1 ,2 , . . . ,N -  1. 
Then 
1 6(x) 
z(Q.,N ) = n 
Q,,xIx) = o 
and 
*, 2 ~ (3.3) 
(fQ2,,NdaN) '/(2") ~e  w°. (3.4) 
We note that the separation condition (iii) implies that da(x)~< dx/p, and hence V'~(x) is contin- 
UOUS. 
The key points of the proof of the theorem are outlined below. We start with the extremal property 
of orthogonal polynomials 
2/2 / m. = Q.,N daN =- min p2 daN. (3.5) 
p(x) =x' +... 
(We assume that N=N.  and use one index n.) Suppose that the zeros of Q.,N select a limit 
distribution #, say z(Q.,N) * ~ it. We divide the integral in (3.5) into two parts 
mn = Qn, N daN + Q2n, N daN.  
_ ~, \ S._ ~, 
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In A\S,_,, we have #=o-, which means that Qn, N has about as many zeros as supp(O-,,,N). It is 
reasonable for Qn, N to use its zeros in A\S,_~, to cancel the part of O-~,N on A\So_~,. Therefore, we 
expect hat 
2 fs 2 m, ~ Q,,.N do'. (3.6) 
Now, the weak convergence of z(Qn, N) to p implies the following convergence of polynomials: 
IQ ,N(X)I '" = exp{- v z{°'.,' '(x)} -+ exp{- v"(x)}. (3.7) 
Would this convergence be uniform, then we could easily derive from (3.6), (3.7) that 
lim m nl/n ~ e ra ins ._ / ,  v*' 
n ~ ~c  
(3.8) 
Actually, we have only convergence in capacity and semiuniformal from above in (3.7) which gives 
an upper bound 
lim mn'l"n ~e-  min  s._;~ V I~ 
n--+ oc  
(3.9) 
To prove the associated lower bound, we select a point x0 E S~_t, with V~'(Xo) = minso_,, V ~'. Any 
neighborhood of this point contains much more points of supp(o-,,,N ) than zeros of Q,,.w. This enables 
us to select for any large enough n, a point ~, = Cko,N C supp(O-,,X) such that ~,---~x0 and the distance 
from ~,, to the zeros of Qn, x is at least p/(2N). Some estimates how that we then have 
This gives the lower bound complementing (3.9) and hence proves the equality (3.8). 
Finally, the minimal possible number in the right-hand side of (3.8) occurs when # = 2" according 
to the min-max property of )5, see condition (3) from Theorem 2.1. 
Formally, it is convenient to separate the lower bound and the upper bound in the above scheme. 
So the formal proof is based on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let p,(x)  =x  ~ +. . .  be any sequence of  polynomials with Z(P,,) * ~ #. I f  the condi- 
tions o f  Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, then 
(/ { } lim p,2 d~r,,Nj /> exp -- min V"(x) .
Lemma 3.3. There exists a system of  polynomials p , (x )=x n +. . .  satisfying 
(1 { } lim p2n do-n,x) ~< exp -- min V~(x) n--+ OC S~_~ 
where 2 = 2 ~. 
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4. Equilibrium with external field and zero distribution of orthogonal polynomials with varying 
weights 
Considerable progress in the theory of continuous orthogonal polynomials in the period 1980- 
1995 was achieved by the application of equilibrium distributions with external field, see [11, 17- 
19, 22, 26]. We present here two basic theorems in this direction which should be compared with 
Theorems 3.1 and 2.1 above. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case where A is a closed 
interval, which may be bounded or unbounded. 
Let 49(x) be a continuous function on A satisfying the condition 
49(x) lim - +oo (4.1) 
I~1~ log Ix[ 
in case A is unbounded, and let ~ '  denote the class of all positive unit measures on A with compact 
support. 
Theorem 4.1. Each of  the followin 9 conditions uniquely defines the same unit measure 2 = )~,/, E ~#/. 
(2) There is a constant w such that 
V~(x) + 49(x) = w, x c S;, 
V~(x)+49(x)>>.w, xEA.  
(3) min(V; + 49)= max min(V I' + 49). 
1 1~6.// A 
The measure 2,~ is usually called the (unit) equilibrium measure with external field 49. We note that 
condition (2) uniquely defines the pair 2 = 2~ and w = w~. 
Now, suppose the polynomials Q,(x )=x ~ + .. .  are defined by the orthogonality relations 
.~ Q, (x )x J~, (x )dx=O,  j=O,  1 .... ,n -  1 
with respect o weight functions q~n(x)>~0 depending on the degree of the polynomials. 
Theorem 4.2. I f  the sequence fbn(x) I/" is uniformly convergent 
• ,(x) I''n ---+ q~(x) = e -2~(x), x E A, 
and 49 satisfies (4.1), then 
z (Q. )  * > 2~. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are simplified versions of results from [11]. We remark that the proof 
of Theorem 4.2 in [11] is based on the same two lemmas as the proof of Theorem 3.1 above 
(Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3). 
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Comparison of conditions (1)- (3)  of Theorem 4.1 defining the equilibrium measure with external 
field with conditions (1)- (3)  of Theorem 2.1 defining the constrained equilibrium problem suggests 
a close relation between the two concepts. Indeed, we will show in the next section that constrained 
problems may be reduced to an equilibrium with external field. 
5. Reduction of the constrained equilibrium problem to an equilibrium problem with external field 
The second assertion of Theorem 4.1 may be formulated in a slightly more general form taking 
into account he possibility of an arbitrary normalization of the equilibrium measure 24 . Namely, 
given an external field q~ and a positive number t > 0, there exists a unique positive measure 2= 2,,¢ 
satisfying 
V~"~'(x) + ~b(x)=w,,~, x c gz,,, (5.1) 
V~'+(x) + c~(x)>>-w,.¢, x ~ A, 
and I1~11 = t. 
On the other hand, the second statement of Theorem 2.1 says that the unit a-constrained equilib- 
rium measure 2 ~ is uniquely defined by 
v~°( ) x ~w , xES;o ,  
V~'~(x)<<.w ~, xEA=S~,  (5.2) 
which can also be written in the form 
V" ; ° (x ) -  V" (x )=-w ~, xES;~, (5.3) 
V~-;°(x)  - V~(x) >>, - w ~, x E A. 
Hence with ~p(x)=-V~(x) ,  xEA,  2t.¢----tr- 2 ~, t=[l~r[[- 1, the relations (5.1) and (5.3) are 
equivalent. We have obtained the following result. 
Theorem 5.1 (see also [9, 23]). With t= I I~ l l -  1, ~(x)=-V~(x), xE A, we have 
,~a = o" -- 2t.~, w ~ = --wt,¢. 
Explicit formulas for the support of 2t,, and the density of this measure are known, at least in 
the case when supp2,,, is an interval. This holds, for example, if th is a convex function, but this 
condition is not necessary (see [1, 17, 26]). 
Theorem 5.2. I f  c~ is a convex funct ion,  then S;.,.~ = [~,, fit] where ctt, fit are roots o f  the system oJ 
equations 
1 f~i~' ~b'(x) dx = 0 , -  l f l  ts' xd/ (x )dx  
~t V( l~ ,  - x ) (x  - ~ , )  7t ~ ,  x / (13 ,  - x ) (x  - ~,) 
z t .  
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Fig. 1. Zero distributions of discrete Chebyshev polynomials. 
For the density of  2t.,~, we then have 
dX,,4, _ X / (g  _ x ) (x  _ 4Y(y )  - 4 / (x )  dy 
dx y -x  v/(flt - y ) (y  - at)" 
These results enable us to obtain an explicit representation for a rather wide class of measures 
2 ~. We restrict ourselves to one example from [23]. 
Theorem 5.3. I f  do-(x) = dx/(2c), x E [-- 1, 1] where c E [0, 1] and r = x/1 - c 2, then 
1 
- - ,  x E [ -  1 - r ]  U [r, 1 ], 
d2 ~ 2c 
dx __I arctan c 
rtc ~ ,  x~[ - r , r ] .  
This measure represents the zero distribution as n, N--~ oc, n/N ~ c of  discrete Chebyshev poly- 
nomials 9iven by (3.1)-(3.2) with ~k.u defined by (1.1) and ?]k,S = 1. 
See Fig. 1 for the density of the zero distributions of discrete Chebyshev polynomials correspond- 
ing to c = 0, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8. Observe that the constraint is active on the intervals [ -1 , - r ]  and 
[r, 1]. 
6. Discrete orthogonai polynomials with exponentially varying weights and constrained 
equilibrium with external field 
An extemal field and a constraint were combined in [9]. Furthermore, the equilibrium problem 
was studied on general closed sets A in the complex plane. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves here 
to the case of a (bounded or unbounded) interval on the real line. Independently, the constrained 
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equil ibrium problem with external field was also studied in [7] in connect ion with the cont inuum 
limit o f  the finite, non-periodic Toda lattice. 
Theorem 6.1 (Dragnev and Saff [9]). Let a be a positive measure whose support & = A is an 
interval. Suppose IIo-[I > 1 and for every compact K C A, the restriction of  a to K has a continuous 
potential. Let 49 be a continuous function on A such that 49(x)-  log Ix] tends to +oo as Ix[ ~ oo, 
in case A is unbounded. Then each of the followin9 conditions uniquely defines the same unit 
measure 2 = 2~, E ,~H ~'. 
(l) J().) + 2 f 49 d2= min (J(~) + 2 f 4962) ~ /,°
- ~ such that (2) There is a constant w w, l ,
V~(x)+49(x)>>.w, xe& ~, 
V>(x)+49(x)<<.w, xe&. 
(3) min (V~(x) + 49(x)) = max min (V~'(x) + 49(x)). 
The measure 2~ and the constant w~, are used in the fol lowing general ization o f  Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 6.2 ~ (Dragnev and Saff [9]). Suppose the polynomials Q,,N are defined by (3 .1 ) - (3 .2 ) ,  
where the measures Crx are supported on the bounded interval A = [a, b]. Let n, N ---+ o¢ in such a 
way that the followin9 hold: 
1 N 
(i) a.,,,, = - ~ a({,,N) *> o-, 
n k - I  
where I[o'll > 1. 
(ii) ~h;~nx -- e-2¢>(4 ') ---+ 0 
uniformly for k ¢ {1 . . . .  ,N},  where 49 is a continuous function on A. 
(ii i) There exists a constant p >0 such that 
P I~k+,,U--~k, N l>~,  k=l ,2 , . . . ,U -1 .  
Then 
-- Z * (r 
z(Qn, N) = 1 6(x) > 2,h 
J7 
Q,,.,~(x) = 0 
I After finishing this paper, we learned that Theorem 6.2, which we quoted from an early manuscript of [9] available 
to us, was revised in the final version of [9]. The separation condition (iii) has been replaced by the considerably weaker 
condition 
(iii') (1/n)log ]R'v(~k,.~)l---+  V"(x) if ~k,,\' ---+ x, k=kv, 
where Ru(x)= rL(x  - ~,,N) is the interpolating polynomial of the points {k,,v. See Section 8 below, for another (con- 
jectured) separation condition that might replace (iii). It is an interesting problem to determine the relation between (iii') 
and the condition in Section 8. 
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and 
( f  .. I..'(2n) 
O,2,. N daN) --~ e-"':,. 
The proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 in [9] essentially follow the proofs of  Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 
in [23]. In the case that A in Theorem 6.1 is unbounded, an additional argument is needed to show 
that the measure 2~ is supported on a compact set. 
Finding explicit solutions of combined equilibrium problems is getting more complicated because 
it is possible now that S;~ is a proper subset of A. However, if S;,~. = A then we have the reduction 
formula 
2, = a - w, = -w,,~, (6.1) 
where 
O=-¢-w,  t= I la l l  - 1. 
See [9] for more detailed results. 
In [9, 10] the equilibrium measures ~, were computed with 
dx 
da(x )=- - ,  xC[0,1] ,  
c 
q~(x) = _1 {x log x + ( 1 - x) log( 1 - x) -x  log p - (  1 - x) log q}, 
c 
where c E (0, 1 ), 0 < p, q < 1 and p + q = 1. This measure provides the limiting zero distribution for 
contracted Krawtchouk polynomials Qn.N which are orthogonal with respect to the measure 
as n, N ---, oc in such a way that n/N ~ c. 
Following [9], we present here the explicit formulas for this measure for p =q = ½. See [10] for 
the general case. Let r= 5 -x /~ l  - c ) .  Then, if c<½, we have 
"~ { 1 1 V/(1 r - -x )~-~_r ) ,  
_ - arctan r(1 - r) 
dz¢ 2-c xc 
O, 
x E [ r ,  1 - r ] ,  
xE  [0,r] U [1 - r, 1], 
and, if c > ½, 
, 1 ( i  r , l - r ,  
d;t'/~' 2cc + - -  arctan - -  rtc 1 - r - x ) (x  - r ) '  x E [r, 1 - r], 
dx  1, 
- xE  [0 , r ]  U [1 - r ,  1 ] .  
c 
For c< 5,~ the constraint a is not active, while for c > ½, the constraint is active on [0, r] U [1 - r, 1]. 
"" is supported on [r, 1 - r ] .  In all cases, the free part of  ~t¢ 
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7. Discrete orthogonality on countable sets 
A further generalization was provided in [14] to the case of  orthogonal polynomials on countable 
sets. The polynomials Q~,,~(x)--x" +. . .  are assumed to be orthogonal with respect to the measure 
:x3 
k=l  
Here N does not refer to the number of points in the support of o- N as before, but is just a parameter. 
The following result is an extension of Theorems 3.1 and 6.2 to orthogonality on countable sets. 
While it is not stated as such in [14] it is easily derived from the results obtained there. 
Theorem 7.1. Let A be an unbounded interval. Let n, N ~ cx~ in such a way that the jbllowing 
hold: 
(i) 6,,.N = _1 ~-~ 6(¢k,N) * ' a, 
n 
k=l  
where a satisfies the conditions of  Theorem 6.1. The weak* convergence is with respect to con- 
tinuous functions on A with compact support. 
(ii) q~-il/",, _ e_2~,(~,, ) ~ 0 
uniformly for k in {k: ~,.~., E K} for every compact subset K of  A. Here c~ is a continuous function 
on a such that dp(x)- log Ixl ~ +e~ as Ixl ~ ~.  
(iii) There exists a continuous function p on A, which is positive on A\E where E has capacity 
zero, such that 
I~k+.,X- ~k,.,,I > ~ ,  k=l ,2  . . . . .  
(iv) There exist two positive functions A(x) and B(N) such that 
#{k: ~x,x E [-x,x]} <~A(x)B(N), 
where A and B satisfy 
lim logA(x) _0 ,  
for every fl > O, and 
lim log B(N) = O. 
Then 
1 ~ 6(x)* Z; - -  ) 
z(Q,,N ) = n 
Q,,. ~.(x) = 0 
and 
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(S  Q ) ,'(2n) 2 'a ,.N do-,v -~ e-",p, 
~ and the constant w~ are as in Theorem 6.1. where the measure  
Note that the separation condition (iii) has been relaxed. It allows the separation constant p to 
vary with x and, more importantly, to vanish at a small set (capacity zero), for example at a discrete 
set of points. The condition (iv) is needed to control the contribution to the L z norm of Q,.N from 
points that are far away (close to infinity). 
If A is unbounded, the constrained equilibrium problem with external field is in general difficult 
to solve explicitly. Since S~ is a compact set, it can never be equal to A, and therefore the reduction 
formula (6.1) does not hold. However, in some cases, one can make an educated guess to find the 
explicit solution. This was done in [14] where explicit formulas were obtained for 'discrete Freud 
weights' 
do-= ~-~lkb(Xk), xk=flk 1''~, t/k= exp(--yx~,), (7.1) 
k=0 
where ~,fl,7 are positive constants. Let Q,(x )=x"+. . .  be the associated orthogonal polynomials. 
The contracted polynomials 
Q,,N(x) = N-"/~Q,, (NE"~x) 
are orthogonal with respect o the measures 
do-N = ~th~ x~ . 
k--0 
Applying Theorem 7.1 with n = N, we find that 
Q,,(y )= 0 
with 
do- --=~/7~-'x ~-', 4,(x)=~/x ~,xe[O, oo). 
dx 
In [14] it was shown that there exist constants B>A/>0, depending on ~, fl, 7 such that 
and 
{ ~fl~-lx~--i, 0 <~x <.A, d2~ 8 s- ~ dx  - -  ~X~-  I 1 x/(B - s)(s -A )  ds, A<~x<~B, 
O, x>~B. 
1 B-A  
. . . .  log - -  w~, - ~ 4 
(7.2) 
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Fig. 2. Density of zeros and constraint for discrete Freud weights with c~ = 3/2. 
m3 See Fig. 2 for the density of the zero distribution for discrete Freud weights corresponding to ~ - 5, 
A = 1 and B = 2, together with the density of the constraint o-. Observe that the constraint is active 
on the interval [0,A]. 
The density (7.2) is known as a Nevai-Ullman density and was found before in [31, pp. 123-124] 
as the density of the contracted zero distribution of polynomials P,, generated by the recurrence 
Pn+l(x)=(x - b.)P.(x) - aZ.P,,_l(x), n>~ 1, 
with Po(x)= 1, Pl(X)=x, and recurrence coefficients atisfying 
a,, B - A b. A + B 
n 1'~ 4 ' n 1,'~ 2 
As the orthogonal polynomials Q,, associated with (7.1) have the same contracted zero distribution, 
it is natural to pose the following problem, which may be called the 'discrete Freud conjecture': 
Conjecture 1. The orthogonal polynomials Qn(x)=x" +. . .  associated with the discrete measure 
(7.1) satisfy the recurrence 
Qn+l(x)=(x-bn)Q,,(x)-aZ.Q. l(x), n>~l, 
with 
a, B -A  bn A +B 
- -  - - -}  - -  - -  - - - -+  - -  
nl."~ 4 ' nl"~ 2 
8. Remarks on the separation condition 
The separation condition (iii) is a common element in all the convergence Theorems 3.1, 6.2 and 
7.1 above. In this section we discuss briefly the status of this condition. 
The following conjecture is due to Rakhmanov. 
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Conjecture 2. The condition (iii) in Theorems 3.1 and 6.2 may be replaced by the following 
condition: 
1 1 ~J(o). (8.1) J*(d,,x) = ~f ~--~ log I~*,N - ¢i,x[ 
j#~ 
(J*(/~) is the discrete nergy of the discrete measure #.) It is easy to show that (iii), together with 
(i), implies (8.1). Therefore, (8.1) is a more general condition than (iii). We consider an example 
in order to show that (8.1) is essentially weaker than (iii). 
We select a sequence of numbers aN E (0, l/N) and define 2N points ~k,2N,  k = 1,. . . ,2N by 
k-1  
{2k 1.2N = -- 1 + 2 -  t~N, 
1 IV 
k-1  
¢2k, 2N = - -  1 + 2 ~ + aN, 
for k = 1 . . . . .  N. Let 
2N 
1 Z >,) 
0"N=~ k=l 
and let Q~.x(X)=x"+-. .  be the associated orthogonal polynomials. Suppose n, N + ~ with n/(2N) 
c E [0, 1]. Then we have 
~..N = --1 2,V 6(~k,2N) . 1 
, = - dx .  
17 ,a.....,k=l C 
The conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, but it is possible to prove that if 
lim fix v=6<l  
the assertion of the theorem is not true. Actually, it may be shown that, for 6 small enough, 
z(Q.,N) *' 
This shows that the separation condition (iii) cannot be omitted completely in Theorem 3.1. We 
can only look for weaker conditions. 
..~l/X 1, the condition (8.1) is satisfied. Therefore, if the conjecture is correct, Next, if limu ~ ~ v N = 
the assertion of Theorem 3.1 remains valid. However, the separation condition (iii) is violated 
already (also in the more general form of Theorem 7.1 ) if l imx_ ~ NON = 0. This shows that (8.1) 
is essentially weaker than condition (iii). 
Finally, we note that (8.1) cannot be used in cases where supp(trn) is a countable set, since 
J*(dn.,v) may be infinite. The Conjecture 2 has to be modified as follows. 
Conjecture 3. The condition (iii) in Theorem 7.1 may be replaced by 
J*(dn, N lu) --~ J(a[E), (8.2) 
where E is some open set containing the support of 2~. 
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9. Varying recurrence coefficients 
Very recently, an alternative approach to finding zero distributions of orthogonal polynomials was 
given in [15]. This approach is based on the coefficients in the three-term recurrence, and as such its 
usefulness is limited to those orthogonal polynomials for which the recurrence is known explicitly. 
Theorem 9.1 (Kuijlaars and Van Assche [15]). Let for  each N, Qn.N(X)=Xn + "'" be a sequence 
o f  polynomials atisfying the three-term recurrence 
Qn+l,x(X) = (X -- b,,N)Q,,N(X) -- a2,,NQ, I,x(X) (9.1) 
with an, N >0 and b,,.N E ~. Suppose there exist continuous functions a(t) and b(t) such that 
an, N --~a(t), bn, N --~ b(t) 
whenever n ,N  ~ oc in such a way that n/N ~ t > O. 
Then, as n, N --* oc with n/N --, c > 0, 
. 1 f~  X(Qn,N) > - COi~tt),/~(t)l dt, (9.2) 
C 
where 
~( t ) :b ( t ) -2a( t ) ,  f l ( t )=b( t )+2a( t )  (9.3) 
and ~o[~,~ 1 is the measure on [~, r] with density 
dco[~./~] 1 
O~<X<fl. 
dx nv/(f i  - x)(x - ct)' 
This result was obtained earlier in [7] under more restricted conditions on ~(t) and fl(t). 
The measure in the right-hand side of (9.2) is an average of the (unweighted) equilibrium mea- 
sures for varying intervals. It is interesting to note that a similar representation was found in [23] 
for the solution of certain equilibrium problems with external fields, see also [1, 2]. 
For classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable, the recurrence coefficients are known 
explicitly and Theorem 8.1 can be used to obtain the zero distributions. In many cases the integral 
in (9.2) can be evaluated and we obtain an explicit expression. 
For example, for discrete Chebyshev polynomials (3.1)-(3.2) with q~,N = 1 and ~,N given by 
(1.1), the recurrence coefficients are 
nv/~ - -  n 2 
an, x=(N_ l )x / (2n_ l ) (2n+l ) ,  b,,,N=0. 
In this case the recurrence terminates at n = N, but Theorem 8.1 remains valid provided that c ~< 1. 
Letting n/N --~ t we find a(t) = v/1 - t:/2 and b(t) = 0, so that 
~(t )  ---- -- x /~ -- t 2, fl(t)---- x/1 -- t 2. 
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Thus if n/N --~ c <. 1, 
z(On.x) ' ~ccJo v /1 - t : -x  2 
The integral is easy to evaluate and we get the result of Theorem 5.3. 
In a similar way, one can find the zero distributions associated with Krawtchouk polynomials and 
many other special systems of orthogonal polynomials, see [15]. 
We now describe how the measure in the right-hand side of (9.2) may appear as the solution of 
a constrained equilibrium problem with external field. We assume that a(t) and b(t) are continuous 
functions and ~(t) and /3(t) are given by (9.3). Following [7], we assume that the functions ~(t) 
and /~(t) satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) ~(t) has at most one extremum, which, if it exists, is a minimum. 
(ii) fl(t) has at most one extremum, which, if it exists, is a maximum. 
In all examples arising from known systems of orthogonal polynomials these conditions were found 
to be satisfied [15]. 
For each x, we put 
t (x) -- inf{t > 0: x E [~(t),/l(t)]}, 
which could be infinite. We also define 
- x 2b(t)--a(t) V\'/(x-2-b-~ a(') 2/ 1 ~b0(x)-- f0' ~) log + - dt, (9.4) 
and for every T E (0, cx~], 
fo T err= ~o[~(t),/~(,)] dt. (9.5) 
Observe that x belongs to the support of ar if and only if t _ (x )<~T.  
Theorem 9.2. Assume that ( i)-( i i )  hoM and let 0<c<T~<~.  Put q~= ~o/C and a=ar/c.  Then 
the constrained equilibrium problem with external field ~p and constraint ~ has the solution 
.~ _ or,, _ 1 [,c 
'% c c Jo ~o[~(t),/~(,)] dt. 
Proof. Let 2 = a,/c. Then 2 is a positive unit measure satisfying the constraint 2~< a. We are going 
to show that 
{ ~<w,  v~(x) + ¢(x) = w, 
>/w, 
with 
xES;., 
xES~n&_~,  
xES~_~. 
(9.6) 
lf0C w = - a(t)dt. c (9.7) 
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We note that for the potential of the measure co[~./~l, we have 
V"~l~(x ) = a - gl~.lq(x ), 
where 
x-a  , / (x -a )2  1 (9.8) 
9i~. lq(X)=log ~ + W \  2b J - 
is the Green function with respect o oc for the complement of the interval [~, fl] and a = ( / / -  7)/4, 
b = (~ + fl)/2. Then we have in view of (9.7) 
/0 c V~.(x) = _1 V"~"""~(x) dt = w - - Yr~(,)./~(,)l dt. 
¢ C 
Using (9.4) and (9.8), we get 
1 f,c V~(x) + (9(x) = w - - 9i~,),l~(,)l(x) dt. (9.9) 
C (x) 
If xES~ then t_(x)<~c and the first inequality of (9.6) follows from (9.9), since the Green 
function is non-negative. If x E S~_~ N S~. then it is easy to show from (i), (ii) that x E [~(c),/~(c)]. 
Then we get that x E [~(t), ¢/(t)] for all t E [t (x), c]. Hence 9i~tl.13~t)l(x) : 0 for all t c [t_(x), c] and 
the second line of (9.6) follows from (9.9). Finally, i fx  E S~_~\S~, then c<t  (x) and this gives the 
third line of (9.6) by (9.9) and the non-negativity of the Green function. 
By Theorem 6.1 (2) the relations (9.6) imply that )L: ,~, and the theorem is proved. [] 
We note that the external field (9.4), being an integral of Green functions, is similar to the external 
fields considered in [1], see also the survey [18]. This relation is not yet completely understood. 
It is clear that the support of the constrained equilibrium measure 2 : ac/c is given by 
S ; :  L_J [~(t ) , f l ( t ) ]= L 0<t<,'[inf ~(t),0<,<,sup f l ( t) l .  
0<t<c 
It is also clear from the proof of Theorem 8.2 that the constraint o---ar/c is not active if the 
function ~(t) is decreasing on [0,c] and f l(t) is increasing on [0,c]. If ~(t) is not decreasing on the 
interval [0, c], then it must take its minimum value ~mi, at a point in [0, c]. Then the constraint is 
active on the interval [Tmin, (~(C)]. Similarly, if fl assumes its maximum value flmax in [0, c], then the 
constraint is active on [/~(c), fl=~×]. In all cases the 'free' part of 2 is supported on [~(c), fl(c)]. 
10. Bounds for polynomials with a unit discrete norm 
In this last section, we report on recent progess on the problem how to estimate the norm of a 
polynomial from bounds on its values on a finite set. We restrict our remarks to the case of the 
uniform norm and equidistant points. Let 
k - I  
~k,N = - -  1 + 2N~_ l ,  k = 1 , . . . ,N  (10.1) 
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and let p,(x) be a polynomial of degree n with 
Ip,,(&x)l ~< 1, k=l , . . . ,N .  (10.2) 
What can we say about bounds for ]p.(z) I at a point z E C?. The question is closely related to 
the discussion above and is, in particular, important in the connection with the study of strong 
asymptotics for discrete orthogonal polynomials. In addition, many approximation problems (in 
particular, the one mentioned in Section 1 of this paper) also depend on this problem. 
It was proven in [6] that, if n<<.Cx/N, then [p~(x)[<~Cl, xE[ -1 ,  1] and this result is sharp in 
the sense that if n/x /N~ e~, then maxl-l,ll ]p,(x)] may grow like exp(Cn2/N), (see [6] for details 
and further references). 
The above discussion of discrete orthogonal polynomials uggests that conditions (10.1)-(10.2) 
imply much better bounds for ]p,(x)l on the support of the free part of the constrained equilibrium 
measure 2~, (dcr=N/(2n)dx), than on the whole interval [-1, 1]. Indeed, we have 
Theorem 10.1 (Rakhmanov [24]). Under conditions (10.1)-(10.2) we have 
Ip,,(z)p~Clognexp{w"- v~(z)}, zEC, (10.3) 
where da = N/(2n) dx. In particular, 
Ip,(x) l~f logn,  [xl<v/1-(n/N)2, xE~.  (10.4) 
Moreover, the extra factor logn may be effective only near the extreme points zLv/1 - (n /N)  2 of 
supp(a -  2~). For instance, we have 
Theorem 10.2 (Rakhmanov [24]). Under conditions (10.1)-(10.2) we have 
1 ~/1 (n/N) 2. Ip"(x)l<~Cl°g 1 -x  2 - (n /N)  2' Ix[~< - (10.5) 
More general results of this kind are contained in [24]. However, rather estrictive conditions on 
the points {~k,N} are required to get estimates like (10.3)-(10.5). In [8] bounds for Ip.(z)l ~,'" are 
obtained under much more general conditions (like those in Theorem 6.2). 
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